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The readings in this pack are essential to this course. Most classes will be seminar discussions of set
readings. Success in this module requires keeping up with the readings. You should therefore set aside at
least six hours in your weekly schedule for reading papers for this module.

You will not be able to concentrate well if you schedule this as a single block, so you will need to arrange
either two blocks of at least three hours or three blocks of at least two hours.



Weekly Reading Schedule

This reader includes all assigned readings. A list of references at the end of the pack provides biblio-
graphical details.

Students are expected to read the assigned readings for all topics and to complete a programme of
additional reading based on individual interests. A list of further reading will be available and students
should select additional readings from that list in the first instance.

The following schedule lists assigned readings by week and topic. Particular readings will be scheduled
for each class session but the details depend on the class schedule which has not yet been finalised.

Week 1: Sex Roles

Sex roles & appeals to ‘nature’

Mill, The Subjection of Women (1869, excerpts)
Antony, ‘Natures and Norms’ (2000)

Week 2: Oppression

Theoretical frameworks, ‘oppression’, racism & feminism

Frye, ‘Oppression’ (1983)
Young, ‘Five Faces of Oppression’ (2005)
hooks, “Sisterhood: Political Solidarity Between Women’ (2000, ch. 4)
hooks, ‘Holding My Sister’s Hand: Feminist Solidarity’ (1994, ch. 7)

Week 3: Justice & Care

Sex & moral reasoning, feminine & feminist ethics

Baier, ‘What Do Women Want in a Moral Theory?’ (1995)
Card, ‘Gender and Moral Luck’ (1990)
Held, ‘Care and the Extension of Markets’ (2006, ch. 7)

Week 4: Abortion

Feminist alternatives to the traditional arguments

Sherwin, ‘Abortion Through a Feminist Ethics Lens’ (1991)
Little, ‘Abortion, Intimacy, and the Duty to Gestate’ (1999)

Week 5: Justice & Autonomy

Assessing justice & challenging autonomy

Okin, ‘Toward a Humanist Justice’ (1989, ch. 8)
Baier, ‘The Need for More than Justice’ (1987)
Friedman, ‘Feminism in Ethics: Conceptions of Autonomy’ (2000)

— Reading Week —



Week 6: Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist perspectives on marriage & motherhood

Brake, ‘Minimal Marriage: What Political Liberalism Implies for Marriage Law’ (2010)
Card, ‘Against Marriage and Motherhood’ (1996)

Week 7: Multiculturism

The challenge of cultural relativism & the question of universality

Nussbaum, ‘Women and Cultural Universals’ (1999, ch. 1)
Spinner-Halev, ‘Feminism, Multiculturalism, Oppression, and the State’ (2001)

Week 8: Justice at Work

Sexual harassment, ‘micro-inequalities’ & implicit bias

Anderson, ‘Recent Thinking About Sexual Harassment: A Review Essay’ (2006)
Brennan, ‘Feminist Ethics and Everyday Inequalities’ (2009)

Week 9: Reason & Emotion

Reasonable passions?

Lloyd, ‘The Man of Reason’ (1979)
Jones, ‘Emotional Rationality as Practical Rationality’ (2004)

Week 10: Epistemology

Oppression, dominance & knowers’ perspectives

Harding, ‘Rethinking Standpoint Epistemology: ‘What is Strong Objectivity?’’ (1993)
Fricker, ‘Epistemic Injustice and a Role for Virtue in the Politics of Knowing’ (2003)

— Guided Study Week —



To the beloved and deplored memory of her who was the inspirer, and

in part the author, of all that is best in my writings—the friend and

wife whose exalted sense of truth and right was my strongest incitement,

and whose approbation was my chief reward—I dedicate this volume.

Like all that I have written for many years, it belongs as much to her as

to me; but the work as it stands has had, in a very insufficient degree,

the inestimable advantage of her revision; some of the most important

portions having been reserved for a more careful re-examination, which

they are now never destined to receive. Were I but capable of interpreting

to the world one-half the great thoughts and noble feelings which are

buried in her grave, I should be the medium of a greater benefit to it

than is ever likely to arise from anything that I can write, unprompted

and unassisted by her all but unrivalled wisdom.

Dedication to Harriet Taylor

On Liberty
John Stuart Mill





. . . the female is as it were a deformed male; and the menstrual discharge

is semen, though in an impure condition; i.e., it lacks one constituent,

and one only, the principle of Soul. . .

On the Generation of Animals
Aristotle

There have been seen to be three elements of household government, the

first being the rule of the master over slaves, . . . the second that of the

father over children, and the third that of the husband over the wife;

for to rule both his wife and his children as beings equally free, but not

with the same character of rule. . . . the male is naturally more qualified

to lead than the female, unless where some unnatural case occurs, and

also the older and more perfect than the younger and imperfect. Now

in the government of free states in most cases the positions of ruler and

ruled alternate, for there is a tendency that all should be naturally equal

and differ in no respect; . . . But the relation of the male to the female is

always of this character and unchanged.

Politics
Aristotle

The only unnatural sex act is that which you cannot perform.

Time, 21st January 1966

Alfred Kinsey





Home is the girl’s prison and the woman’s workhouse.

Man and Superman
George Bernard Shaw

I myself have never been able to find out precisely what feminism is: I

only know that people call me a feminist whenever I express sentiments

that differentiate me from a doormat or a prostitute.

The Clarion, 14th November 1913

Rebecca West





. . . no woman is subject to any form of oppression simply because she is

a woman; which forms of oppression she is subject to depend on what

“kind” of woman she is. In a world in which a woman might be subject to

racism, classism, homophobia, anti-Semitism, if she is not so subject it is

because of her race, class, religion, sexual orientation. So it can never be

the case that the treatment of a woman has only to do with her gender

and nothing to do with her class or race.

The Inessential Woman
Elizabeth Spelman





The only position for women in the SNCC is prone.

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Conference, 1964

Stokely Carmichael

I want to be the white man’s brother, not his brother-in-law.

New York Journal-American, 10th September 1962

Martin Luther King





The virtue of a woman is a beautiful virtue. That of the male sex should be

a noble virtue. Women will avoid the wicked not because it is unright, but

because it is ugly; and virtuous actions mean to them such as are morally

beautiful. Nothing of duty, nothing of compulsion, nothing of obligation!

Woman is intolerant of all commands and all morose constraint. They do

something only because it pleases them, and the art consists in making

only that please them which is good. I hardly believe that the fair sex is

capable of principles, and I hope by that not to offend, for these are also

extremely rare in the male. But in place of it Providence has put in their

breast kind and benevolent sensations, a fine feeling for propriety, and a

complaisant soul. One should not at all demand sacrifices and generous

self-restraint. A man must never tell his wife if he risks a part of his

fortune on behalf of a friend. . . . Even many of her weaknesses are, so to

speak, beautiful traits.

Of the Distinction of the Beautiful and the Sublime in the Interrelations
of the Two Sexes
Immanuel Kant





. . . caring relations should form the wider moral framework into which

justice should be fitted. Care seems the most basic moral value. As a

practice, we know that without care we cannot have anything else, since

life requires it. All human beings require a great deal of care in their early

years, and most of use need and want caring relationships throughout our

lives.

The Ethics of Care
Virginia Held





Though justice is surely among the most important moral values, much

life has gone on without it, and much of that life has had moderately good

aspects. There has, for instance, been little justice within the family in

almost all societies but much care; so we know we can have care without

justice. Without care, however, there would be no persons to respect and

no families to improve. Without care, there would be no public system

of rights — even if it could be just. But care is not simply causally

primary, it is more inclusive as a value. Within a network of caring, we

can and should demand justice, but justice should not then push care

to the margins, imagining justice’s political embodiment as the model of

morality, which is what has been done.

. . . care and its related concerns should be seen as the wider network

within which justice and utility and the virtues should be fit. This does

not mean that the latter can all be essentially reduced to aspects of care,

or that the ethics of care can substitute for ethics of justice. The model

of reductionism seems to be the wrong model.

The Ethics of Care
Virginia Held





It’s better to do one’s own duty, however defective it may be, than to

follow the duty of another, however well one may perform it.

Bhagavad Gita





Wives are young men’s mistresses; companions for middle age; and old

men’s nurses.

Of Marriage and Single Life
Francis Bacon

By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law; that is, the very

being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage,

or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband;

under whose wing, protection, and cover, she performs everything.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
Sir William Blackstone

In a liberal college town in the United States in the late 70s, a woman

went to get a library card at the local public library. She was told she

could not get it without her husband’s signature; a firm policy; no, she

would need no one else’s signature if she were single. This is true.

The Politics of Reality
Marilyn Frye





If civilization had been left in female hands, we would still be living in

grass huts.

Sexual Personaue
Camille Paglia

There is no female Mozart because there is no female Jack the Ripper.

International Herald Tribune, 26th April 1991

Camille Paglia

A woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to write

fiction.

This is an important book, the critic assumes, because it deals with war.

This is an insignificant book because it deals with the feelings of women

in a drawing room.

A Room of One’s Own
Virginia Woolf

Whatever women do they must do twice as well as men to be thought

half as good.

Canada Month, June 1963

Charlotte Whitton





Woman would rather be right than be reasonable.

Frailty, Thy Name is a Misnomer, 1942

Ogden Nash

The proposal has been met by the plea that it is not what the Women

themselves “desire”. Surely no weaker plea was ever urged in any contro-

versy. Even men very often fail to “desire” what is, after all, the best

thing for them to have. And those ancients, on whom the onerous task

was laid, of weighing and, if reasonably possible, satisfying the claims of

the horse-leech and her two daughters, had other things to consider than

the mere shrillness of their outcries.

Resident Women-Students
Charles L. Dodgson
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